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I

believe that our February meeting was our best
attended meeting ever. Getting a bit of a longer than
usual break between meetings seemed to pique
everyone’s interest. Our speaker, Ron Grant, rewarded
the attendees with an excellent presentation. We also
tried out a new sound system. Although it isn’t the one
that we will end up with, it certainly helped make the
meeting more pleasant for the large crowd. We will be
acquiring such a system soon.
By the time you see this, Christian Burchard’s demo and
classes will already have been held. More about that next
month.
For the March meeting, don’t forget the President’s
Challenge – a bracelet.

NEXT MEETING ON
MARCH 27, 2002
at the Sapperton Pensioners Hall
318 Kearny St., New Westminster

Focus on Fundamentals
(Starts at 6:30 p.m.)

LEVEL 1 – Basic Cuts I
Cutting with a spindle gouge and a
parting tool

LEVEL 2 – Basic Cuts II

Our next visiting demonstrator will be Michael Hosaluk
from Saskatchewan. Michael will be doing a demo on
Saturday, May 4th and classes on Sunday and Monday,
May 5th and 6th. There will be more details in the next
newsletter. If you want to get into the classes, though,
please contact me soon. They will fill up fast.
Another regional item of note is the third annual Pacific
Northwest Woodturning Symposium in Everett,
Washington, April 26th-28th. Featured at that
symposium will be 35 demonstrations by Michael
Hosaluk, Hayley Smith, Todd Hoyer, Don Derry, Fred
Holder, Ron Grant, Jack Wayne, Steve Hatcher, Gerrit
Van Ness, James Christiansen, and Art Liestman

Using a roughing gouge and a skew

LEVEL 3 – Mounting Systems III
Jam chucks, mandrels, glue, 2-sided tape

MAIN EVENT:
Art Liestman
Our very own President will talk on
“Tops, Bottoms, and In-Betweens”,
explaining how he enhances hollow
vessels with collars, carving, and coloring.

A Reminder for the March Meeting Food
Providers. (So far nobody has gone hungry but
this time it your turn to bring something!)
We ask that the following members please provide some
food for the meeting on March 27th:
Merv Graham, Lorna Gray, Keith Greffe, Bill Grose, Leif
Hansen, Steve Hansen, Bruce Hayter.
(Food is supplied in alphabetical rotation.Your contributions are
greatly appreciated. Yum!)

February’s Guest Speaker
RON GRANT
Doug Schop

lacquer. All of the work is done on a faceplate or
on waste blocks. He sands and finishes the bowls
as he progresses, wet-sanding with either the
shellac or the lacquer and producing a glass-like
finish.

R

on Grant is from Arlington Washington
and has developed the skills to make the
most outstanding segmented bowls that I have
every seen.
A former woodworker in the pulp industry in
Utah he retired and moved to the coast. Ron
used to make cabinets as a hobby and was under
pressure from his father-in-law to try lathe work.
Ron’s father-in-law also makes segmented bowls
and at age 80 is still working at the lathe and
has produced 1,600 bowls so far. Ron made his
first two segmented bowls in his father-in-law’s
workshop.

Ron teaches segmented bowl skills at the Puget
Sound Woodworking centre a few times a year
and his pieces are on sale at several locations
including Artwood in Fairhaven, the older part of
Bellingham. These turnings have to be seen to be
fully appreciated and a trip to Bellingham to see
them is worth while. (Artwood is open 11-6
Monday to Saturday and Sunday 11-5. You can
find them on the net at
http://www.pacificws.com/artwood/) Ron
certainly has developed a terrific style with his
turnings.



A great presentation. Thanks Ron.

In 1995 he finally bent to the pressure and went
out and bought a Delta lathe. After that it was
just uphill all the way. He displayed several
segmented bowls that used different species of
wood. They were outstanding!
Due to the amount of work that is involved in
the process, he tried briefly to explain the
various steps required in the production of these
woodturnings. Ron explained the steps, from the
sizing of the wood to the angles needed to
bandsaw the material into the various number of
segments needed. He demonstrated several of
the steps including the numbering of the
segments. The tops and bottoms are applied last
and he does the finishing using shellac or
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THANKS FROM THE
LOVING SPOONFUL

T

he following members made bowls for the
Loving Spoonful event for which the Loving
Spoonful people express their gratitude: Colin
Delory, Bob James, Rick Schmid, Herb Neufeld,
Doug Schop, Art Liestman, Larry Stevenson,
Merv Graham, Bob McConnell, Stan Clarke. Rob
Prinse donated twelve maple blanks of which six
were returned as bowls and there was one bowl
from “anon”. To those who donated to this
charity, thanks ...well done.
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INSTANT GALLERY
Andrew Forrest

T

his meeting had the largest members’
turnout that I’d seen, consequently there was
a good number of pieces in the Instant Gallery.
Let’s start with
Michele and
Mike Jacobs who
teamed up on a
tea light holder
with beaded
accents.
Our speaker at
the meeting was
Ron Grant, who
is one of our
many friends
from Washington
State. He
brought up two
very nice
segmented hollow Michele and Mike Jacobs tea light
holder.
forms.

Ernie Hooge had the good fortune to take both of
Stuart Batty’s courses earlier this year. Ernie
made an absolutely beautiful square-rimmed
bowl with a ball inside. Very nicely done.
W.L. Olsen’s
figured maple
platter was well
done, he also
had a different
take on the
Challenge this
month. His
“Meteor Impact
Crater” served Bill Olsen’s platter.
as a bowl and
perhaps the largest multi-function paperweight
I’d seen.
Bruce Campbell is still refusing to throw out any
wood and his small cherry bowl with bark
inclusion was a very good example of the hidden
beauty in what looks like a less than desirable

Doug Schop showed a spalted birch nut dish,
finished with tung oil.

Art’s hollow form. Come to the next
meeting and see how he made it.
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Art had two neat
pieces. The
carved, inked,
dyed and acrylic
bracelet was a
precursor for
next month’s
President’s
Challenge. His
other piece was
a maple and
ebony hollow
form. “But is it
Art?”, indeed it
is. It had the
same treatment
as the bracelet
with the
addition of some
very energetic
figures dancing
around the
outside.

Bruce’s winged bowl. Such talent!!

hunk of wood. His winged bowl turned from
green cherry had a scalloped rim and warped
slightly on the edges.
Marco had some different examples of chatter
work done at different speeds, with different
tools and on various materials. His Saturn box
with moving rim was nice as was his collection of
small lace top boxes.
Merv Graham is doing his thing for recycling
wood. He had a piece of everyone’s favorite wood.
His “Found Wood” bowl, perhaps spruce, pine or
fir, came with a stand. His larger fir bowl was
from a friend’s stash.
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Merv Graham’s bowl from “found” wood.

Al Koehn’s votive candle was made out of maple
and Corian.
There were two laminated
salt and pepper shakers of
unidentified origin.
Greg Parsons had a figured
maple platter in a rather
forbidding looking home
brewed 4 jaw chuck made
out of Corian. Keep your
hands, small children, and
pets away from that thing.
Bill Cahais could put on his
own show with all the stuff
he brought in two
rectangular cedar boxes, a cylindrical cherry box
and a basswood bowl.

John Bese really knows how to budget. This lignum vitae
bowl’s wood was found in an unusal place.

John Bese found a lignum vitae bowl in, of all
places, a dollar store?!?!
Les Crossley has
been working on a
wall-mounted
mirror with
carved, turned
details.
Last but not least
was the hollowing
tool by Ron
Clemmons.

The “Presidents Challenge” was paperweights
and other assorted office accessories.
There were entries from Merv Graham, Mike
Jacobs, Al Koehn, Stan Clarke, Doug Schop and
Marco. Let’s see lots of bracelets next time.

Doug Schop’s spalted beach
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CLEANING UP MY
NOVA CHUCK
Jon Schilling

H

as your Nova chuck lost it’s grip? Mine had
begun hanging up and had become difficult
to use. I began to work harder tightening the
chuck and it would still lose it’s grip on the
tenon. The jaws were the #2 size, gripping a
tenon from approximately 1.625" to 2.75" and I
normally used it with a 2" tenon. These
particular jaws were the Oneway Stronghold
jaws made for the Nova. I found that many
pieces were popping loose and coming off the
lathe. I couldn’t understand it, because for
almost 3 years the chuck had been working
just fine.

I finally took a careful look at the chuck and
noted that layers of woodturning finishes were
visible and I could feel a gritty kind of grinding
when I would actuate the jaws by rotating the
chuck. I decided to take it apart and clean it up.
I asked my turning buddy, Carl Asch, also my
next door neighbour, if he wanted to help me and
we both could learn from it. Carl said that he
always wanted to take one apart and that he had
the little tool that would spread apart the
“keeper” ring.
I removed the jaws and placed them in a pan
filled with Acetone, which we knew would
remove the grime as well as the woodturning
finishes, and whatever else was covering the
parts. Carl took special care in removing the 4
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parts below the jaws determining the order in
which they became disengaged from the
mechanism. The first step was to remove the
little screw that limits the outward movement.
These jaws, too, were rusty and coated with
finish and also showed uneven wear. Then came
the hard part for me: removing the “keeper” ring.
Carl’s little pointed tool made it easier and
finally he had it off. The mechanism that
actuates the jaws was also dirty and a bit rusty.
We placed all the remaining parts into the
acetone bath, even the screws. I used a brass
brush and cleaned up the jaws removing the
various finishes and grime. I had to soak them
again and repeated the process on all the parts
and got them clean. Then we used some wet-ordry 320 grit sandpaper and removed the rust and
sanded away some wear points. We could see
that I had forced the jaws outwards into the limit
screw and had damaged the teeth on the
underside of one of the jaws. We also sanded this
area and smoothed it back to a non-abrasive
form. I believe that grit from this area had
permeated the mechanism and the results were
that gritty grinding feel. I think that if allowed
to continue, the grit would have eventually
ruined the chuck.
We lubricated the moving parts with WD40
because I didn’t have anything else. Carl carefully
reassembled the jaws in the correct order and
tested that they worked accurately coming
together at the same time when the collar was
rotated. Wow! It looked like new, felt like new and
worked like new. But, alas, unlike a Duck, it was
not NEW! I have used it on several natural edge
pieces, which by their very nature are tougher to
maintain a grip and it has not loosened on any
piece. I love my Nova Chuck again.
In review, I can see that applying my finishes
while the piece is on the lathe has its drawbacks.
I am by nature kind of sloppy and getting excess
finish on my Nova chuck is a natural for me.
Also, forcing the jaws outwards too far isn’t to
difficult for me either. As I see it, maybe my best
plan will be to clean up my Nova Chuck every so
often, dissembling, cleaning and applying a good
lubricant and it will work like new and last as
long as I do.
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THE VACUUM CHUCK
Stan Clarke

W

hen the vacuum chuck first came out a
few years ago my first reaction was “who
needs it”. I was doing quite nicely with various
normal chucking procedures. Three years ago I
attended a seminar at the Old School House in
Qualicum Beach where Jason Marlow was
demonstrating a vacuum chuck. What a
revelation! I could see that the vacuum chuck
would not only save a great deal of time but it
would also encourage me to spend more time and
effort on the foot, I had to have one.
There were two major problems. First, the shaft
on my old home-made Delta had no hole through
it and second, vacuum pumps were hard to find
and expensive. The first problem was solved
when my turning buddy, Bob McConnell, took
the shaft to a machinist friend who drilled a fiveeighth hole the length of the shaft in return for
a bowl. As for the second problem I had heard
that Ed Pretty, a Surrey fireman and excellent
woodturner, sometimes had vacuum pumps
from the air conditioning units off wrecked cars
which could be obtained by a donation to the
Fireman’s Charity. Luckly I was able to get one
from a Ford.
I had an old half horsepower motor in my junk
box and bought a vacuum gauge, hose, valve and
fittings from Princess Auto Supply in Langley
(they have lots of “surplus” stuff there) so I was
ready to go. But the pump had a flat pulley with
four grooves in it which was going to be
impossible to remove with my limited tools and
skill. I found a flat belt but a flat pulley with
grooves that would fit on the shaft of my motor
was impossible to find, so I turned one out of
Cocobolo. One good thing about pumps from cars
is that they have a clutch which is operated by
12 volts DC which means that the motor can
“spool up” (that’s an airline term) before you
switch on the pump. I bought a small unit from
Princess surplus (for five bucks) which provided
the necessary voltage.
Normally the vacuum line to the outboard
spindle is hooked up by a fitting through a
bearing but I took the easy way out and hot
glued a plastic cup (PV pipe) over the whole
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assembly into which I attached the suction hose.
When I turned the pump on for a test run I had
23" water column, more than enough.
I bought several cheap face plates from Busy
Bee. Onto one of these I attached an 18" rubber
covered disc, and to another an 8" rubber covered
disk. For natural edge and odd work I attached
pieces of 4" PV pipe with small diameter hose
glued around the top to fit inside the work. Now,
whenever I finish the outside of a piece I always
put a small indentation in the centre of the foot
then, when the piece is ready, I screw the
appropriate fitting on to the spindle, put the
piece on the fitting, bring up the tail stock to
centre it, turn on the motor, turn on the pump,
adjust the pressure (for large bowls 8" wc, for
small ones l4-18" wc), remove the tail stock and
cut the foot. It’s a breeze.



SAFETY IN THE SHOP
Anonymous

H

ere’s a few tips that I’ve learned over the
years that may help some of you out there.

1) Don’t turn wood with the fly on your pants
down.
2) If you do turn wood with the fly on your
pants down, don’t use long handled tools.
3) If you do use long handled tools, don’t drop
your tool.
4) If you do drop your tool, don’t panic and
calmly shut the lathe off.
5) After you’ve calmed down, DON’T MOVE.
Ask for help from a trusted friend or spouse.
6) Don’t try this too often or suspicions will fly
more than chips.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Fred Baldwin – Education Co-ordinator

MARCH 27, 2002 – Art Liestman will talk on
“Tops, Bottoms, and In-Betweens”, explaining
how he enhances hollow vessels with collars,
carving, and coloring.
APRIL 24, 2002 – Threaded boxes are the
theme and Bruce Campbell will turn the lid and
bottom of a box then show how he cuts the
threads.
MAY 22, 2002 – Bowls can have handles – really
– and John Bese will take on this challenge.
That’s all so far. For future meetings if you have
any suggestions please give me a call –
604-224-5780 or email me at fbaldwin@telus.net.

CLASSIFIED
WANTED – I'm in a panic to find some old brown 16
inch wide barnwood planks or beams. Any tips would
be greatly appreciated. Robert Prinse (604) 795-9297
email: raprinse@dowco.com.

NEWSLETTER DEADLINE
Please be sure to email me any articles you
would like to see in the next newsletter by
April 7th, 2002. Send attachments as text only to
Thom_Chadwick@telus.net. I need lots of stuff
cause there’s a lot of information that needs to be
spread around!!



GVWG OFFICERS,
APPOINTEES AND
VOLUNTEERS
PRESIDENT:
Art Liestman, 604-939-3843
VICE PRESIDENT:
John Bese, 604-581-8807
SECRETARY:
Dave Martin, 604-521-8327

FOR SALE – Delta DL 40 electronic variable speed
lathe. 1x8 R.H inboard, 1x8 L.H. outboard. 16 inch
swing inboard, 24 inch swing outboard. Variable high
and low, 2 inboard banjos, large outboard banjo. 54
inches between centers, 36 point indexing. Speeds:
forward 300-2200, reverse 300-1000. Weight 485 lbs.
Melvyn Firmager tools also available: gouges, angle
tools and parting tools also Irish grind .Call Bob
James at 604-980-9192, pager 604-650-3046, or e mail
plumbobconstruction@hot-mail.com.

TREASURER:
Don Hoskins, 604-939-6808

FOR SALE – 33" King wood lathe in excellent
condition. Includes: Stand, face plate, live center, spur
center, tool rest and tool rest extension. This lathe
has a cast iron bed, spindle lock, swivel headstock,
variable speed 600 RPM to 3000 RPM. Paid $399 plus
GST & PST. Asking $299. Call Al at 604-273-6995.

LIBRARIAN:
Larry Stevenson, 604-438-3947

FOR SALE – Slabs and Burls in stock. Phone tollfree 1-877-777-3292 or email Matte from Hatzic Lake
area at tedtd@uniserve.com
REQUEST FOR SERVICES – I need someone that
can re-saw a plank of mahogany into 1/2 inch thick
planks, 14 inches wide! A tall order? I will pay
handsomely and/or sharpen the saw and/or barter in
timber. Please let me know if you or someone locally
can do this. Call Steve Hansen at 604-585-0638.
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MEMBERS AT LARGE:
Ted Fromson, 604-876-0267
Andrew Forrest, 604-990-9667
Fred Baldwin, 604-224-5788
FOF COORDINATOR:
Bruce Campbell, 604-469-0221
EDUCATION COORDINATOR:
Fred Baldwin, 604-224-5788

WOOD EXCHANGER:
Phil Laliberte, 604-936-2995
FOOD CHIEF:
Rich Schmid, 604-538-7012
NEWSLETTER:
Thom Chadwick, 604-879-1275
or Thom_Chadwick@telus.net
DIGITAL PHOTO GUY:
John Flanagan, 604-939-0942
WEBMASTER:
Mark Bese, markbese@shaw.ca
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